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ABSTRACT

Least-squares reverse time migration (LSRTM), which aims
to match the modeled data with the observed data in an iterative
inversion procedure, is very sensitive to the accuracy of the
migration velocity model. If the migration velocity model con-
tains errors, the final migration image may be defocused and
incoherent. We have used an LSRTM scheme based on the
subsurface offset extended imaging condition, least-squares
extended reverse time migration (LSERTM), to provide a bet-
ter solution when large velocity errors exist. By introducing an
extra dimension in the image space, LSERTM can fit the ob-
served data even when significant errors are present in the mi-
gration velocity model. We further investigate this property and
find that after stacking the extended migration images along
the subsurface offset axis within the theoretical lateral resolu-
tion limit, we can obtain an image with better coherency and
fewer migration artifacts. Using multiple numerical examples,
we demonstrate that our method provides superior inversion
results compared to conventional LSRTM when the bulk
velocity errors are as large as 10%.

INTRODUCTION

Least-squares reverse time migration (LSRTM) aims to seek
approximate inverse mapping rather than adjoint mapping of the
forward-modeling operator by iteratively fitting the modeled data
with the observed data in a least-squares inverse problem frame-
work. It has the potential to compensate for the effects caused
by the incompleteness of the seismic data due to the limited acquis-
ition aperture, coarse source-receiver sampling, band limitation of
the source wavelet, and uneven subsurface illumination, and has
attracted increasing research interests in recent years (Dai et al.,

2012; Tan and Huang, 2014; Wong et al., 2015; Zhang et al.,
2015; Hu et al., 2016; Xue et al., 2016; Yang et al., 2016; Yao
and Jakubowicz, 2016).
However, conventional LSRTM is formulated based on the

assumption that an accurate migration velocity model is available
to correctly predict the traveltime of the observed data. The ampli-
tude differences between the observed and modeled data are then
matched through the iterative inversion process. This assumption is
inevitably violated in a field data application because velocity errors
are unavoidable (Glogovsky et al., 2009; Etgen et al., 2014; Jones
et al., 2017). As a consequence, traveltime differences may be in-
troduced and may lead LSRTM to a wrong solution, in which the
final inversion image is defocused and incoherent (Dai et al., 2012;
Dutta and Schuster, 2014; Yang et al., 2016).
To partially reduce the sensitivity of conventional LSRTM to the

accuracy of migration velocity model, Luo and Hale (2014) develop
an alternative misfit function that measures amplitude differences
after correcting for nonzero traveltime shifts between predicted
and observed data using dynamic image warping (Hale, 2013).
However, the velocity errors should be small or smooth such that
the events in the synthetic data can find their corresponding events
in the observed data for warping (Zeng et al., 2016).
Another option is to implement LSRTM in the shot-extended do-

main, in which the migration image of each shot gather is updated
separately before final stacking. This procedure is referred to as pre-
stack LSRTM. Dai and Schuster (2013) first investigate this idea in
the plane-wave domain. Huang et al. (2016) propose to accelerate
its convergence by using optimal pseudodifferential scaling to-
gether with the flexible preconditioned conjugate gradient algo-
rithm. Liu et al. (2017) implement prestack LSRTM with a
correlative misfit function. Agut et al. (2017) introduce regulariza-
tion to prestack LSRTM in the surface-offset domain. However,
these prestack LSRTM algorithms are only accurate for mild lateral
heterogeneity (Stolk and Symes, 2004; Stolk et al., 2009; Huang
et al., 2016). Dai and Schuster (2013) and Liu et al. (2017) report
that their methods are superior to conventional LSRTM when the
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migration velocity has bulk errors up to 5%, which are obtained by
scaling the accurate migration velocity model with a factor of 0.95.
LSRTM with subsurface offset or time-lag extension can work

well with highly complex velocity structures in terms of fitting
the observed data with much larger tolerance of the migration veloc-
ity errors (Symes, 2008; Liu et al., 2013; Yang, 2013; Biondi and
Almomin, 2014; Weibull and Arntsen, 2014; Hou and Symes, 2016;
Li and Demanet, 2017; Wang and Xu, 2017). The outputs of ex-
tended LSRTM are nonphysical subsurface offset or time-lag de-
pendent image volumes. When the migration velocity model is
inaccurate, the images in the extended model space will not focus
at the zero subsurface offset or at the zero time-lag. As a conse-
quence, the migration image extracted at zero subsurface offset
or zero time-lag could not provide geologically meaningful indica-
tions without further processing.
Liu and Li (2015) impose subsurface offset extended LSRTM

with a differential semblance optimization operator as a regulariza-
tion term to force subsurface images focusing at zero subsurface
offset. Their method can provide a focused image at zero subsurface
offset, but this strategy is only valid when the migration velocity
model is not deviated too far from the true model. Following the
work of Xu et al. (2014), Wang and Xu (2017) propose to stack
the depth-migrated time-shift gathers of LSRTM. This approach
can offer a migration image with better spatial continuity than con-
ventional LSRTM. However, it is still sensitive to the accuracy of
the migration velocity model, as pointed out by Xu et al. (2014), so
its applicability to large velocity errors is limited.
Gray (2016) clearly points out that velocity models with at least

95% accuracy cannot be routinely obtained from depth-migration-
based reflection tomography. This means that in field data applica-
tion, especially in areas with highly complex structures, the best
migration velocity model we can get from the industry-standard
processing workflow may still contain significant velocity errors,
which the current imaging algorithm cannot handle. There is room
to further improve the capability of LSRTM for structural imaging
to assist in geologic interpretation. The purpose of this study is to
partially fill this gap such that we can generate a subsurface image
with better coherency and focusing than conventional LSRTM
when large errors are present in the migration velocity model.
To be consistent with the existing literature, we also use “bulk

velocity error” to quantify the inaccuracy of the migration velocity
model. In the numerical examples, 10% bulk velocity errors are in-
troduced by scaling the accurate migration velocity with a factor of
0.9. All of the conclusions hold true when scaling with a factor of
1.10. The velocity errors are much larger than those reported in the
literature (3%–5%). The contribution of this paper is threefold:
(1) We introduce the concept of lateral resolution into extended
LSRTM along the subsurface offset axis by considering the finite-
frequency wave propagation effects, (2) we provide a clear guidance
on the selection of the subsurface offset ranges for final stacking,
and (3) we improve the bulk velocity error tolerance from 5%
to 10%.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the “Method-

ology” section, we review the theory of conventional LSRTM and
the subsurface offset extended LSRTM. For convenience, we abbre-
viate the subsurface offset extended LSRTM as LSERTM hereafter.
In the “Numerical example” section, we use the Marmousi model
and the SEAM model to illustrate the robustness of LSERTM
against errors in the migration velocity model when compared to

conventional LSRTM. We discuss the limitations of our method
and potential future work before we conclude.

METHODOLOGY

In this section, we first briefly review the theory of conventional
LSRTM and LSERTM. Then, we introduce the concept of lateral
resolution (the first Fresnel zone) in the context of LSERTM along
the subsurface offset axis. This concept provides us clear guidance
on how to select the offset ranges for final stacking to obtain a sub-
surface image with better quality from the nonphysical extended
migration image volumes. All derivations are in the frequency do-
main for simplicity, but the implementations in the numerical ex-
amples are in the time domain.

Conventional least-squares reverse time migration

Under the Born approximation of the constant-density acoustic
wave equation, the singly scattered seismic data d recorded by a
receiver at xr emitted by a source at xs can be expressed as

dðxr; xs;ωÞ ¼ ω2
X

x

fsðωÞG0ðx; xs;ωÞG0ðxr; x;ωÞmðxÞ;

(1)

where ω is the angular frequency, fsðωÞ is the source signature at
the source position xs, and mðxÞ denotes the reflectivity at imaging
point x in the subsurface. The terms G0ðx; xs;ωÞ and G0ðxr; x;ωÞ
are the monochromatic Green’s functions from the source xs to im-
aging point x and from imaging point x to the receiver xr in the
background medium, respectively. The Green’s functions are calcu-
lated by solving the finite-frequency two-way wave equations,
rather than solving the eikonal equations or the one-way wave
equations.
A standard migration image mmig can be calculated by applying

the adjoint of the forward Born modeling operator to the recorded
data (Claerbout, 1992):

mmigðxÞ ¼
X

s

X

r

X

ω

ω2½fsðωÞG0ðx; xs;ωÞ

×G0ðxr; x;ωÞ��dðxr; xs;ωÞ; (2)

where * denotes the complex conjugation.
In matrix notation, the forward Born modeling in equation 1 and

the migration in equation 2 can be expressed as

d ¼ L0m; (3)

mmig ¼ LT
0 d; (4)

where L0 denotes the linearized forward Born modeling operator
and T represents the conjugate transpose.
LSRTM aims to obtain the reflectivity model m by minimizing

the difference between the forward modeled data L0m and the re-
corded data d in a least-squares sense:

min
m

fðmÞ ¼ 1

2
kL0m − dk22: (5)
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However, the success of LSRTM highly relies on the accuracy of
the migration velocity model. When the migration velocity has large
errors, the LSRTM image will be defocused and incoherent. This
behavior results from the violation of the linear Born approximation.
As an example, we apply conventional LSRTM on a simple lay-

ered model (Figure 1a). It contains four horizontal reflectors, with
the velocity of 3150 m∕s. The homogeneous background velocity is
3000 m∕s. The parameters for model discretization and acquisition
geometry are listed in Table 1.
Figure 1b and 1c shows the LSRTM images with accurate

(v ¼ 3000 m∕s) and inaccurate (v ¼ 2700 m∕s) homogeneous mi-
gration velocity models, respectively. The LSRTM image using an
accurate migration velocity model demonstrates the ability of
LSRTM to provide a high-quality image when its assumption is sat-
isfied. In contrast, when the migration velocity is inaccurate, the
final image (Figure 1c) becomes defocused and contaminated with
migration artifacts resulting from abrupt truncation of the acquisi-
tion geometry. The horizontal reflectors are pulled up due to the
slower migration velocity.

Least-squares extended reverse time migration

According to the survey-sinking imaging condition introduced
by Claerbout (1985), we can introduce an extra subsurface offset
to the migration image. Correspondingly, the extended migration
image can be computed as

mmigðx; hÞ ¼
X

s

X

r

X

ω

ω2½fsðωÞG0ðx − h; xs;ωÞ

×G0ðxr; xþ h;ωÞ��dðxr; xs;ωÞ; (6)

where h is the half-offset between the sunken source and sunken
receiver (Claerbout, 1985). The subsurface offset extension h can
be horizontal and vertical (Biondi and Shan, 2002; Rickett and
Sava, 2002; Sava and Fomel, 2003; Biondi and Symes, 2004).
The scattered seismic data via extended Born modeling can be

formulated as

Figure 1. (a) The simple layered model example, in which the homogeneous background velocity is 3000 m∕s, and the velocity for horizontal
reflectors is 3150 m∕s, (b) the LSRTM images using an accurate (v ¼ 3000 m∕s) homogeneous migration velocity model, (c) the LSRTM
images using an inaccurate (v ¼ 2700 m∕s) homogeneous migration velocity model, and (d) the LSERTM image after stacking the extended
migration images within the subsurface offset range [−50 m, 50 m].

LSRTM with velocity errors S569
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dðxr; xs;ωÞ ¼ ω2
X

h

X

x

fsðωÞG0ðx − h; xs;ωÞ

×G0ðxr; xþ h;ωÞmðx; hÞ: (7)

Equations 6 and 7 form an adjoint pair of extended migration and
Born modeling. Accordingly, the objective function for LSERTM
can be expressed as

min
m

fðmðx; hÞÞ ¼ 1

2
kL0ðx; hÞmðx; hÞ − dk22; (8)

in which L0ðx; hÞ is the extended Born modeling operator.
The data information is fully preserved in the extended model

domain, even when large errors exist in the migration velocity
model. The degree of focusing in the subsurface offset common
image gathers (SOCIGs) indicates the accuracy of the migration
velocity model. With this extra degree of freedom, we get the
chance to obtain a good data fit by matching the model dimension
with the data dimension. It is worth mentioning that conventional
LSRTM is the special case of equations 6–8 when the subsurface
offsets h are only strict to h ¼ 0. However, when LSERTM are
implemented with bundles of h, the migration image extracted at
h ¼ 0 is not the same as conventional LSRTM after the first iter-
ation because of the differences in the data residual in equations 8
and 5.
LSERTM is implemented in the case of an inaccurate

(v ¼ 2700 m∕s) homogeneous migration velocity model. The hori-
zontal subsurface offset range is [−400 m, 400 m], with an offset
interval of 10 m. Figure 2 shows the migration image at h ¼ 0, and
the SOCIGs at x ¼ 2000 m and z ¼ 750 m in the front panel, the
right panel, and the top panel, respectively. The downward curva-
ture of the SOCIGs at x ¼ 2000 m results from the slower migra-
tion velocity. The spatial continuity of the horizontal reflectors
becomes better with more balanced amplitudes in the migration
image at h ¼ 0 than that of the conventional LSRTM image in
Figure 1c. However, migration artifacts that are mainly caused

by the limited acquisition geometry still exist in the migration image
at h ¼ 0.
Figure 3 compares the data residual of LSRTM and LSERTM.

Obviously, LSERTM matches the observed data very well, even
though the migration velocity model contains 10% errors in the
background. This demonstrates that the data information is fully
preserved in the extended model domain. In contrast, LSRTM
barely reduces the data residual in such situation. The Born modeled
data are cycle skipped with the observed data at large offsets
(marked by the red arrows in Figure 3b). The normalized data misfit
as a function of iteration number is plotted in Figure 3d. LSRTM
has converged to a wrong solution with very large data residuals
when the migration velocity is inaccurate. The LSERTM with in-
accurate migration velocity model, on the other hand, has dramati-
cally reduced the data residual to a similar level to that of LSRTM
using an accurate migration velocity model.

Stacking the least-squares extended reverse time
migration images

According to the finite frequency theory of wave propagation,
seismic waves cannot distinguish the subsurface features falling in-
side the first Fresnel zone (Sheriff, 1980; Lindsey, 1989). Within the
first Fresnel zone, seismic waves will interfere constructively. The
term “first Fresnel zone” is thus generally used to represent the lat-
eral resolution of unmigrated seismic data (Sheriff and Geldart,
1995). Seismic migration improves the lateral resolution by collaps-
ing the first Fresnel zone radius to a theoretical limit of the half-
wavelength (Liner, 2016).
This theoretical resolution limit holds for the extended LSRTM

along the nonphysical subsurface offset axis. For instance, in the
case of an accurate migration velocity model being used, energies
in the SOCIGs focus at a zero subsurface offset. However, due to the
band-limited frequency effects, energies are also smeared to small
nonzero subsurface offsets (Hou and Symes, 2015, 2016). Although

Figure 2. LSERTM image with an inaccurate (v ¼ 2700 m∕s)
homogeneous migration velocity model for the simple layered
model. The subsurface offset range is [−400 m, 400 m]. The front
panel shows the migration image at h ¼ 0. The right and top panels
show the SOCIGs at x ¼ 2000 m and z ¼ 750 m, respectively. The
SOCIGs are flat within the dashed red lines, which denote the sub-
surface offset range [−50 m, 50 m] for final stacking.

Table 1. Parameters for model discretization and acquisition
geometry for the simple layered model, the Marmousi model,
and the SEAM model.

Layered
model

Marmousi
model

SEAM
model

Model grids 401 × 151 461 × 170 438 × 376

Grid intervals (m) 10 10 20

Total sources 79 89 86

Source intervals (m) 50 50 100

First source location (m) (50, 0) (50, 0) (100, 0)

Total receivers 401 461 438

First receiver location (m) (0, 0) (0, 0) (0, 0)

Receiver spacing (m) 10 10 20

Total recording time (s) 2.5 3.0 6.0

Time sampling rate (ms) 0.5 0.5 2

Wavelet peak frequency (Hz) 30 20 10

S570 Yang et al.
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theoretical proof is unavailable, empirical results show that the ef-
fective energy spreading zone is smaller than the half-wavelength.
Stacking over the near subsurface offsets could provide a good appro-
ximation to the subsurface reflectivity (Hou and Symes, 2015, 2016).
When the migration velocity model is inaccurate, energies in the

SOCIGs will spread to larger nonzero subsurface offsets. Nonethe-
less, the SOCIGs are flat within the half-wavelength width. There-
fore, we propose to stack the subsurface extended migration images
in the vicinity of the zero subsurface offset within the constraint of
the half-wavelength. In the resulting image, the geologic structures
in each extended migration image are expected to be enhanced
constructively, whereas the migration artifacts are expected to be
canceled out destructively. The signal-to-noise ratio could be effec-
tively enhanced after stacking.
Figure 1d displays the LSERTM image after stacking the ex-

tended migration images within the subsurface offset range of
[−50 m, 50 m]. The offset range for stacking is determined ac-
cording to the half-wavelength criterion using the inaccurate
(v ¼ 2700 m∕s) homogeneous background velocity and the peak
frequency (30 Hz) of the source wavelet. Within this range, the SO-
CIGs at x ¼ 2000 m are flat as marked by the dashed red line in
Figure 2. It is evident that the stacked LSERTM image shows better
coherence and fewer artifacts than the LSRTM image in Figure 1c.
At the same time, the stacked LSERTM image (Figure 1d) is much
clearer than the LSERTM image at h ¼ 0 (Figure 2, the front panel).
This illustration demonstrates that our simple trick of stacking within
the half-wavelength along the subsurface offset improves the clarity
of the resulting image. Because the reflectivity model is very sparse,
L1-norm-based regularization (Wu et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2017)
could be incorporated to further remove the ringing-look artifacts.

NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

To further demonstrate the effectiveness of our method, we per-
form tests on the Marmousi model and the SEG Advanced Model-
ing (SEAM) Phase I Subsalt Earth Model. The model discretization

Figure 3. (a) The seismograms of the observed data, (b) the data residual after the LSRTM, and (c) the LSERTM using an inaccurate
(v ¼ 2700 m∕s) homogeneous migration velocity model. The red arrows in (b) denote that the Born modeled data are cycle-skipped with
the observed data at large offsets. The relative data misfit plotted as functions of iteration number is shown in (d). The black line denotes the
LSRTM with an accurate migration velocity model, and the blue and red lines represent LSRTM and LSERTM with an inaccurate migration
velocity model, respectively. LSRTM using an inaccurate migration velocity model has very large data residuals, whereas LSERTM with an
inaccurate migration velocity model reduces the data residual to a similar level to that of LSRTM using an accurate migration velocity model.

Figure 4. The Marmousi model case study: (a) true velocity model
and (b) inaccurate migration velocity model built by smoothing
the true velocity model with a 2D Gaussian function whose vertical
and horizontal correlation lengths are 400 m and scaling by a factor
of 0.9.

LSRTM with velocity errors S571
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and acquisition geometry configurations for these two models are
summarized in Table 1. The subsurface offset ranges for final stack-
ing are determined by the half-wavelength criterion, calculated with
the local velocity and the peak frequency of the source wavelet, that
is, hmax ¼ 1∕2ðv0∕f0Þ.

The Marmousi model

We first demonstrate our method with the Marmousi model
(Figure 4a). The migration velocity model, as shown in Figure 4b,
is built by smoothing the true velocity model (Figure 4a) with a 2D
Gaussian function whose vertical and horizontal correlation lengths
are 400 m and scaling by a factor of 0.9. The observed seismic data
are generated by solving the scalar acoustic wave equation using a
temporal second-order and spatial fourth-order finite-difference
method.
The subsurface offset range for LSERTM is [−400 m, 400 m],

with an offset interval of 10 m. Figure 5a shows the stacked image
from LSERTM over subsurface offset ranges within the half-

wavelength. For comparison, Figure 5b displays the LSRTM image
with the same inaccurate migration velocity model. It is apparent
that the stacked LSERTM image shows better spatial continuity
than the LSRTM image. The overall amplitudes are more balanced,
and the migration artifacts are reduced. The fault zones and the deep
structures inside the anticline can be better identified, as marked by
the blue ovals.
Figure 6a shows the migration image at h ¼ 0, the SOCIGs at

x ¼ 1500 m and z ¼ 1000 m, in the front panel, the right panel,
and the top panel, respectively. The SOCIGs are not focused at
h ¼ 0, which clearly illustrates the inaccuracy of the migration
velocity model. In the migration image at h ¼ 0, the structures
inside the blue circle could not be easily traced. The blue arrow

Figure 5. Inversion images using an inaccurate migration velocity
model from (a) LSERTM after stacking and (b) LSRTM for the
Marmousi model. The blue ovals emphasize the remarkable ame-
lioration of the stacked LSERTM image compared to the LSRTM
image.

Figure 6. (a) LSERTM image with an inaccurate migration velocity
for the Marmousi model. The subsurface offset range is [−400 m,
400 m]. The front panel shows the migration image at h ¼ 0. The
right and top panels show the SOCIGs at x ¼ 1500 m and
z ¼ 1000 m, respectively. The red dashed lines on the right panel
point out the subsurface ranges for final stacking. The structures
inside the blue circle could not be clearly traced, and the blue arrow
denotes unwanted scattering artifact. (b) Comparison of the average
vertical wavenumber spectra of the images from LSRTM (red
line), LSERTM at h ¼ 0 (blue line), and LSERTM after stacking
(black line).
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denotes the migration smiles due to the inaccurate migration veloc-
ity model. Figure 6b compares the average vertical wavenumber
spectra of the images from LSRTM (red line), LSERTM at h ¼ 0

(blue line), and LSERTM after stacking (black line). The LSRTM
image is dominated by low-wavenumber artifacts (Figure 5b). In
contrast, the low-wavenumber artifacts are effectively mitigated
in the LSERTM image at h ¼ 0 (Figure 6a, the front panel) and
in the stacked LSERTM image (Figure 5a). Furthermore, the high-
wavenumber scattering artifacts in the LSERTM image at h ¼ 0

are reduced after stacking. The normalized data misfit plotted in
Figure 7 shows a much larger data misfit reduction of LSERTM
compared to LSRTM.

The SEAM model

We then apply our method on a 2D east–west cross section of the
SEAM model (Fehler and Keliher, 2011). The original model is
decimated by a factor of four, and the resulting model is displayed
in Figure 8a. The migration velocity model (Figure 8b) is built the

Figure 7. The relative data misfit plotted as functions of iteration
number for the Marmousi model. The blue and red lines denote the
LSRTM and the LSERTM, respectively. LSERTM has a much
larger data misfit reduction than LSRTM.

Figure 8. The SEAMmodel case study: (a) true velocity model and
(b) inaccurate migration velocity model built with the same way as
in the Marmousi model case study.

Figure 9. The inversion images using an inaccurate migration
velocity model from (a) the LSERTM after stacking and (b) the
LSRTM for the SEAM model. The marked parts highlight the sig-
nificant improvement of the stacked LSERTM image compared to
the LSRTM image.
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same way from the true velocity model (Figure 8a) as the Marmousi
example.
To better simulate a field data set, the observed seismic data are

generated by solving the acoustic wave equation with variable den-
sity using a staggered-grid finite difference method. The density
model is decimated by a factor of four from the original SEAM
density model. In the inversion procedure, the forward modeled
data are synthesized by solving the acoustic wave equation with
constant density using a regular-grid finite difference method. With
this exercise, we aim to reduce the inverse crime and provide more
realistic inversion results one may expect for field data application.
The subsurface offset range for LSERTM is [−600 m, 600 m],

with 20 m offset intervals. Figure 9 compares the stacked LSERTM
image over subsurface offset ranges within the half-wavelength and
the LSRTM image with the inaccurate migration velocity model.

The salt body is mispositioned on both images in Figure 9, although
its resolution is higher on the stacked LSERTM image (Figure 9a).
The shallow sedimentary structures (in blue boxes) are better re-
solved in the stacked LSERTM image (Figure 9a), with more bal-
anced amplitudes and better spatial continuity. The illumination of
the deeper parts (marked by red ovals and arrows) is improved in the
stacked LSERTM image (Figure 9a) than that of the LSRTM image
(Figure 9b).
Figure 10a shows the migration image at h ¼ 0 and the SOCIGs

at x ¼ 2000 m and z ¼ 4000 m, in the front panel, the right panel,
and the top panel, respectively. Due to the inconsistency of the mi-
gration velocity used in LSERTM with the observed data, the en-
ergy in SOCIGs spreads significantly to nonzero offsets. In the
migration image extracted at h ¼ 0, low-frequency noise, as
marked by the blue arrows, appears near the salt body caused by
the large velocity contrasts in this area. Comparisons of the average
vertical wavenumber spectra of the images from LSRTM (red line),
LSERTM at h ¼ 0 (blue line), and LSERTM after stacking (black
line) are depicted in Figure 10b. We find that low- and high-wave-
number migration artifacts are reasonably canceled out in the
stacked LSERTM image.
Figure 11 plots the normalized data misfit as a function of iter-

ation. LSERTM converges to a much lower data misfit than
LSRTM, even though the final data residual is larger than previous
examples due to the unmodeled density effect. The SEAM example
suggests that our method should produce superior images than
LSRTM and that a perfect data fitting by LSERTM should not
be expected in field applications.

DISCUSSION

Link between stacked LSERTM images and stacked
angle gathers

Another option of stacking is in the angle domain, in which
angle-domain common-image gathers (ADCIGs) are transformed
from SOCIGs (Sava and Fomel, 2003; Dafni and Symes, 2016).

Figure 10. (a) The LSERTM image with an inaccurate migration
velocity for the SEAM model. The subsurface offset range is
[−600 m, 600 m]. The front panel shows the migration image at
h ¼ 0. The right and top panels show the SOCIGs at x ¼ 2000 m
and z ¼ 4000 m, respectively. The dashed red lines on the right
panel point out the subsurface ranges for final stacking. The blue
arrows denote low-wavenumber migration artifacts. (b) Comparison
of the average vertical wavenumber spectra of the images from
LSRTM (red line), LSERTM at h ¼ 0 (blue line), and LSERTM
after stacking (black line).

Figure 11. The relative data misfit plotted as functions of the iter-
ation number for the SEAM model. The blue and red lines denote
LSRTM and LSERTMwith an inaccurate migration velocity model,
respectively. LSERTM converges to a much lower data misfit than
does LSRTM, although the final data residual is larger than previous
examples due to the unmodeled density effect.
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Numerical examples suggest that stacking SOCIGs within near-zero
subsurface offsets has a similar effect as (weighted) stacking flat-
tened ADCIGs. Figure 12a, 12c, and 12e shows the ADCIGs for the

layered model at x ¼ 2000 m, the Marmousi model at x ¼ 1500 m,
and the SEAM model at x ¼ 2000 m, respectively. The ADCIGs are
not flat due to the inaccurate migration velocity models. Stacking

Figure 12. The ADCIGs for (a and b) the layered model at x ¼ 2000 m, (c and d) the Marmousi model at x ¼ 1500 m, and (e and f) the SEAM
model at x ¼ 2000 m, respectively. The panels on the left column show ADCIGs transformed from the original SOCIGs, and the panels on the
right column show ADCIGs obtained by setting the SOCIGs as zero when the offset ranges are larger than the half-wavelength.
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within the angle ranges in which the events are flat will produce a
better focused image; however, automatic range selection is not
straightforward. Our selection of the SOCIGs at the near-zero sub-
surface offsets can be seen as a muting process of the SOCIGs at

large subsurface offsets. The ADCIGs corresponding to these trun-
cated SOCIGs within the half-wavelength are automatically flat-
tened (Figure 12b, 12d, and 12f). When stacking along the
flattened angles, we obtain the images in Figure 13, which are very
similar to the images in Figures 1d, 5a, and 9a. By avoiding the
additional SOCIG-to-ADCIG transformation, our approach is not
only more efficient in computation, but it is also free from the ar-
tifacts (red ovals in Figure 13c) that are caused by the approxima-
tions in this transformation (Biondi and Symes, 2004).

Comparison between prestack LSRTM and stacked
LSERTM

As mentioned in the “Introduction” section, prestack LSRTM is
superior to conventional LSRTMwhen the migration velocity errors
are fewer than 5%, and the subsurface structures are not too com-
plex (Dai and Schuster, 2013; Huang et al., 2016; Liu et al., 2017).
To show the better performance of our method when larger velocity
errors are present and the velocity model contains strong lateral var-
iations, we perform tests on a karst-like model (Figure 14a). This
model is very similar to the one used by Stolk and Symes (2004).
Figure 14b shows one shot gather with the source located at
(2000 m, 0 m). Multipathing occurs when waves go through the
slow Gaussian anomalies. An inaccurate homogeneous velocity
model (v ¼ 2700 m∕s) is used as the migration velocity model.
The velocity errors for the homogeneous background are 10%,
and the maximum velocity errors for the slow Gaussian anomalies
are up to 35%. Figure 14c and 14d shows the corresponding results
from prestack LSRTM and our stacked LSERTM, respectively. The
stacked LSERTM image shows much better continuity and focusing
than the prestack LSRTM image. The migration artifacts marked by
red ovals and boxes in the prestack LSRTM image are effectively
mitigated in the stacked LSERTM image.
Although the focusing and coherence of the images are im-

proved, it is unrealistic to expect our method to correct for the mis-
positioning of the structures. Nonetheless, these improved images
will enable better interpretation and evaluation. The depth error can
only be resolved during a seismic-well tie and when a better migra-
tion velocity model is available.

Selection of the subsurface offset

In the numerical examples, we choose to extend the subsurface
offset only horizontally. Previous studies (Biondi and Shan, 2002;
Biondi and Symes, 2004) suggest that vertical shifts may help
resolving steeply dipping reflectors. However, our numerical expe-
riences show that the additional improvements in data fitting and
imaging are insignificant when vertical shifts are added in the ex-
tended images, especially in comparison to the large computational
cost that it introduces. Therefore, we conclude that subsurface ex-
tension in the horizontal direction is sufficient for our method.
The well-known property of LSERTM is that it can fit the ob-

served data when large errors are present in the migration velocity
model (Hou and Symes, 2015, 2016; Li and Demanet, 2017), in
which the subsurface offset extension should be sufficient to accom-
modate velocity errors. The general rule of thumb is to use longer
subsurface offsets with larger migration velocity errors (Fu and
Symes, 2017). Shen (2005) shows an analytical relation between
the maximum subsurface offset H and the maximum surface offset
L, as H ¼ Lj1 − ρ2j, where ρ is the ratio between the available

Figure 13. The final images by stacking over the processed AD-
CIGs with significant energies for (a) the layered model, (b) the
Marmousi model, and (c) the SEAM model. The artifacts marked
by red ovals in (c) are due to the approximations used in transform-
ing the horizontal SOCIGs into ADCIGs.
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migration velocity model and the true migration
velocity model. This formula actually provides
us a relatively good estimate of the upper bound
for the maximum subsurface offset, although it is
derived under the high-frequency ray theory and
constant velocity assumption.
When the subsurface offset extension is not

large enough, LSERTM fails to fit the observed
data and the data residuals may cause migration
artifacts in the extended migration images. As an
illustration, we perform LSERTM on the simple
layered model in Figure 1a, in which the subsur-
face offset range is [−300 m, 300 m]. The corres-
ponding extended images and data residual are
shown in Figure 15. Migration artifacts (marked
by red ovals) appear in the migration image at
h ¼ 0 in deep section in Figure 15a, which are
resulting from the cross-shaped data residual
(marked by a red box) in Figure 15b because
of the insufficient subsurface offset extension.

Figure 14. (a) True velocity model, (b) shot gather located at (2000 m, 0 m), (c) image from prestack LSRTM, and (d) image from stacked
LSERTM. The stacked LSERTM image in (d) shows much better continuity and focusing than the prestack LSRTM in (c).

Figure 15. (a) The LSERTM image with the subsurface offset range [−300 m, 300 m].
The front panel shows the migration image at h ¼ 0. The right and the top panels show
the SOCIGs at x ¼ 2000 m and z ¼ 750 m, respectively. (b) The data residual after
LSERTM. The red ovals in (a) denote the migration artifacts caused by the cross-shaped
data residual marked by a red box in (b).
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The extended model dimension h in LSERTM adds significant
computational costs compared to conventional LSRTM (Sava and
Vasconcelos, 2011; Mulder, 2014). The generic relation in Shen
(2005) results in very large subsurface offsets that we hope to re-
duce to save computational costs. Intuitively, we argue that the ef-
fective subsurface offset ranges may be determined by the half-
wavelength corresponding to the maximum velocity in the available
migration velocity model and the peak frequency of the source wave-
let. This strategy provides us comparable stacked images to those with
longer subsurface offsets in the numerical example sections, with a
consequence that the data fittings may not be as good as before.
To support our assertion, we perform tests on the Marmousi

model and the SEAM model, as comparisons to the “Numerical
examples” section. The maximum velocities in the migration veloc-
ity models are 3810.65 and 4320 m∕s for the Marmousi model and
the SEAM model, respectively. The peak frequencies of the source
wavelet for the two data sets are 20 and 10 Hz, respectively. Hence,

the effective subsurface offset ranges are set to [−100 m, 100 m]
and [−220 m, 220 m], accordingly. The total girds in the extended
model dimension are effectively reduced compared to [−400 m,
400 m] and [−600 m, 600 m] in the numerical examples sections.
The resulting images are shown in Figure 16. The SOCIGs are al-
most flat, suggesting an insufficient extension for the deeper section
(Figure 16a and 16c, the right panels). The LSERTM images at h ¼
0 (Figure 16a and 16c, the front panels) are worse than those with
larger subsurface offsets in Figures 6a and 10a, mainly due to the
unsuccessful data fitting. Nevertheless, the stacked LSERTM im-
ages in Figure 16b and 16d are of similar quality compared to those
with larger subsurface offsets in Figures 5a and 9a.

Extension to 3D and multiparameters

A straightforward generalization of our method to 3D requires
extension of the subsurface offset in the second horizontal direction,

Figure 16. (a) The LSERTM image for the Marmousi model, with effective subsurface offset range [−100 m, 100 m]. The front panel shows
the migration image at h ¼ 0. The right and top panels show the SOCIGs at x ¼ 1500 m and z ¼ 1000 m, respectively. (b) The corresponding
stacked LSERTM image for the Marmousi model. (c) The LSERTM image for the SEAM model, with the effective subsurface offset range
[−220 m, 220 m]. The front panel shows the migration image at h ¼ 0. The right and top panels show the SOCIGs at x ¼ 2000 m and
z ¼ 4000 m, respectively. (d) The corresponding stacked LSERTM image for the SEAM model.
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which drastically increases the computational cost. For practical
implementation, we can use the effective subsurface offset strategy.
To further alleviate the computational cost, we can combine the
existing methods in the literature including using simultaneous
source technology (Tang, 2009; Schuster et al., 2011; Dai et al.,
2012; Liu et al., 2013; Hu et al., 2016; Xue et al., 2016), applying
preconditioner (Liu et al., 2013; Hou and Symes, 2016; Chen et al.,
2017; Guitton, 2017), and incorporating regularization (Lin and
Huang, 2015; Xue et al., 2016; Dutta, 2017; Zhang et al., 2017).
The current implementation of LSERTM is based on the acoustic

approximation with constant density. It cannot provide accurate am-
plitude variation with offset variation information. The extension to
incorporate elastic effects (Ren et al., 2016; Chen and Sacchi, 2017;
Feng and Schuster, 2017), density variations (Yang et al., 2016;
Chen and Sacchi, 2018; Sun et al., 2018), attenuation (Chen et al.,
2017; Guo and McMechan, 2018), and anisotropic parameters
(Qu et al., 2017) is straightforward, but at the expense of increased
computational costs and ill-posedness of the inverse problem. The
width of the corresponding lateral resolution should be defined
accordingly.

CONCLUSION

LSERTM has the ability to fit the observed data against signifi-
cant inaccuracy of the migration velocity model with complex struc-
tures. However, the outputs of LSERTM are nonphysical extended
migration image volumes that cannot be directly used for subsurface
geologic interpretation. Considering the finite-frequency wave
propagation effects, we have introduced the concept of the lateral
resolution limit of the half-wavelength into LSERTM along the
horizontal subsurface offset axis. Within the resolution limit, the
favored geologic events are in a stationary phase, whereas the mi-
gration artifacts are in a nonstationary phase in each extended
migration image. By stacking the extended images under the half-
wavelength constraint, we can obtain a subsurface image with better
spatial continuity, more balanced amplitudes, and fewer migration
artifacts than the conventional LSRTM image and the LSERTM
image extracted at the zero subsurface offset. Numerical examples
have demonstrated that our method has increased the tolerance of
LSRTM to the bulk velocity errors from 3%–5% to 5%–10%, a
more realistic target to achieve in field applications.
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